
 

 

 

 

   Connectedness 3:

                      The Importance of Connectedness
  

  Opening Affirmations:

 Before we begin our Soul Talk, we want to remind you that we are coming together to
 learn from one another. This means that this is a safe place to share our ideas and

 questions. Please take the hand of the person to the right and left side of you and share
 one of two possible affirmations.

 “I am happy to share my ideas with you.”
                           [or]

  “I respect and honor you and your beliefs.”

  The Heart of the Soul Discussion: The Importance of Connectedness

 1.  We have spent the last two sessions discovering what it means to be

 connected. Why is it important to have these connections?

  [Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

  
●   Some people feel connections can provide support when you may need it

●   Many people feel happier when they are connected with friends and family

●   Some people feel that being connected brings a feeling of belonging

●   Some people feel connections can lend strength to a person or situation

●    Some people can feel lonely without some sort of connection

 2.  Is it okay to let go of a connection?

 [Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

  
●  Some people may experience a connection that is no longer healthy or hurtful, it

  may be best to let it go

●  Some people may want to talk to a trusted grown up, when they don’t feel right

 



 

  about a connection

●  Some people may change and their connection may not grow together

 3. Take a moment to think about a person, place or thing that you are connected

 to. How has this connection enriched your life?

 [Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

  
●  Maybe you have a friend who you really love talking to, who is always there for

  you

●  Maybe there is a place you go, which almost always offers a feeling of comfort

●   Maybe you have a grown-up who you can count on

●  Maybe there is a special pet in your life, who you really love to be around Maybe

  there is something you really love to do with a specific person

  
  Activity: Option 1 - Talking Back

  
 Materials Needed:

  Just yourselves
  

 Spoken Directions:
 Have you ever played the game where you have written notes on a friend’s back with
 your finger? After you have written a letter (or word), your partner tries to guess what

 you wrote. Here is a list of recommended words which inspire connection. Try to choose
 a word intentionally -- one which makes you think of the person you are sharing the

  word with.
  

  Love       Friend        Play      Link     Kind     Connect     Join        Include      Unite
  

  Attach     Glue      Combine   Team     Merge     Lend     Help     Buddy      Pal
  

  Brother   Sister      Mom       Dad       Partner      Teacher      Trust
  

 [Feel free to play one of our recommended songs while the kids work on this activity]

 
  Follow Up Discussion:

  
 What word(s) did you decide to write on a partner’s back? Why did you choose those
 words? If you had a word written on your back, how did that feel? How did it feel once

 you discovered what the word was? Was it hard to tell what was being written?
 Sometimes connection can be hard, even when it’s a positive connection. Connection

 



 

 often requires patience, communication and thought. Once you do connect, the feeling
  can be such a positive experience.

  
  Story Time – Activity Option 2

 [In order to complete this activity, your group will need a copy of one of the suggested
 books. Our library has a collection of books dedicated to each Soul Talk which is

 updated constantly! You can visit our library at the link below. Search for the
  Connectedness section.] https://spiritualplaydate.com/spiritual_playdate_library

 Since our Soul Talk was about The Importance of Connectedness, we are going to read
 a book out loud. As you listen, start to think about how this story relates to what we just

  spoke about.

  Calming Exercise - Meditation
  

 [Invite the group to find a relaxing position, take a mat or towel, if you are working on a
 hard floor. They may sit or lie down to be comfortable. Speak slightly slower in a soft,

 soothing tone throughout, pausing briefly between sentences. You may play soft,
 instrumental music in the background while reading the meditation script]

 

 Say: Welcome to our Meditation Time: The time where we relax and connect to our
 spiritual center. Quietly lie down and rest with your hands on your belly, as we start our
 meditation. [Wait until all are settled to begin. Optional: Begin music.]  Close your eyes
 and let your muscles relax into the floor. Take a slow, deep breath in, all the way down

 to your belly … you feel your belly rise as you think 1, 2, 3. Feel your belly fall as you
 slowly breathe out, thinking 1, 2, 3. Breathe in -- 1, 2, 3 … breathe out – 1, 2, 3. Keep

 breathing in and out, slowly and steadily.
 

 When we are connected, we are linked to people, places, things, and situations around
 us. We are more a part of the world. Being connected can make us happier, healthier,

 give us support when we need it, and a feeling of belonging. [Pause.] Connection is
 important because it can keep people from feeling lonely, separated, or sad. We don’t

 want anyone to feel those negative emotions. Take a moment to think about why
 connection is important to you. [Long Pause.] As great as happy and loving connections

 are, there may be times when you have to let a connection go. If a connection makes
 you feel bad or if it doesn’t feel right to you, you can always go to an adult that you trust

 and get their help. Or maybe your connection ends because people just change and
 your lives aren’t going in the same direction anymore. As you think about

 disconnections you’ve had, know that it’s okay. You can disconnect from people, places,
 and situations that aren’t right or good for you. Take a cleansing breath and let those
 connections go. [Long Pause.] Now, think of the good connections you have made in
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 your life. So many people, places, and things that have brought so much joy, peace,
 and love into your life. See them now in your mind … your family …friends …

 grown-ups … pets. Doing things you love to do. Special places with special memories.
 Breathe in those wonderful feelings. [Pause.] When you get the chance, reach out and

 connect … to others, to stillness, to the god of your understanding … and see how
  much better your feel about the world. [Pause.]

 
 Now let’s take one more deep breath in – 1, 2, 3. And one more deep breath out – 1, 2,

 3. Now slowly open your eyes and slowly roll to the side and sit up to end our time of
 meditation.

 
 [Optional: Turn off music]  [Optional: Say: Please return your cushion to its starting

 place]

 Closing - Choose One:
 

  Closing Affirmation - Option 1
 Turn to the person to your right, look them in the eye and say “I am happy I could share

  this time with you and hear about your beliefs.”
  

 Closing Prayer - Option 2

 The light of god surrounds us

 The love of god enfolds us

 The power of god protects us

 The presence of god watches over us

 Wherever we are god is and all is well!

 


